
ASSERTING YOUR OWN

DUE PROCESS RIGHTS

IS THE KEY TO DEFENDING AGAINST

CIVIL, CRIMINAL, AND ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

TAKEN AGAINST YOU

In September of 2017, The Due Process Advocate published an edition (Vol. 18, No.1) introducing its
recently developed educational  program entitled DUE PROCESS 101:  A NEW PROGRAM TO HELP
AMERICANS RECLAIM THEIR DUE PROCESS RIGHTS.
Due Process 101 was developed because, despite the fact that individual due process rights are guaranteed
by  the  Fifth  and  Fourteenth  Amendments  to  the  United  States  Constitution,  there  is  overwhelming

evidence that the proliferation of “government-endorsed” actions and policies designed to remove due process rights from the
common person has dangerously infiltrated the very fabric of the U.S. legal system. More than ever before, all levels of the court
system are  serving private interests  and political  agendas as  constitutionally-guaranteed due process  is  rapidly becoming a
secondary objective in America.
Most folks simply don’t appreciate the  profound implications of this trend until they are thrust into the legal arena with little or
no warning. If and when that happens to you, here is a checklist that can  dramatically improve your  chances of success in
dealing with a court battle (Note: This is an excerpt from Due Process 101): 
 

Proactive Mindset and Checklist

Maintaining a "proactive mindset" is an absolute MUST
when  it  comes  to  protecting  your  own  due  process
rights. Being "reactive" is better,  of  course, than doing
nothing, but it will not win your case or cause.

Being  proactive  dramatically  increases  your  odds  of
success in any legal battle.

Therefore, no matter what legal issue you are facing, be
proactive, take charge, and make sure you understand
exactly what you are doing. Use the checklist below to
be confident you are adequately prepared to obtain the
best possible outcome.

Make sure you understand:

The exact complaint (civil) or charges (criminal)
that have been filed against you;

The exact consequences of losing your case;
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The alternatives to litigation and/or trial (i.e. out-of-court settlement, mediation, plea bargain, other, etc.);

The facts that you have to prove to win (or successfully defend) your case;

The exact  documents,  testimony,  admissions,  interrogatories,  or  other evidence that  you will  use to
prove your facts;

The applicable law that will be applied to the facts of your case;

The exact "findings of fact" and "conclusions of law" you need to win your case;

The anticipated amount of time and money you have to invest in order to win your case (including the
cost, if any, of legal representation);

Your final assessment of the likelihood that you can win your case; and

Other contingencies and circumstances that must be weighed into your decision about how to proceed.

If you take the initiative to address each item on the above checklist, you will be way ahead of a vast majority of
defendants (literally thousands that head to court every day in the United States) that are totally blind-sided as they
enter into the legal arena.
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